
Telephony for efficient services 

Service numbers give your company an important strategic 

advantage. They are recognizable; they strengthen the bond with 

your clients and, moreover, enable you to measure the results of your 

marketing actions. Depending on your objectives, choose a 0800, 

078, 070 of 090x number.

Advantages

Lower the threshold > Potential clients are more apt to call your free 0800 number than the paid number 

of your competitor

Useful for reporting >  Generate easily an analysis of incoming calls during promotions

>  Analyze the profiles of your clients or prospect clients

Intelligent management >  Not all incoming calls have to be processed in the same way

>  Let an external call center answer your calls

Financial advantages >  Not just for supporting business, but are in themselves ‘business’

>  Offer paid services via 0900 numbers

4 possibilities

0800: free is good 
for growth

> Create or confirm a customer-friendly image 

>  Improve the availability of your customer service

>  Lower the threshold for new clients

>  Get more telephone orders

>  Increase the success of your marketing drives

078: shared costs, 
double trumps

>  Attract only genuinely interested people by offering a low financial threshold

>  Provide services and information that you do not want to give entirely for free  

(e.g., phone banking, info lines, helpdesks, etc.)

070: the number that 
follows you everywhere

>  You are accessible throughout the country on a single national number

>  Offer information and services with added value

>  Ideal for mobile companies and companies that move frequently

090x: lines that 
yield money

>  Provide information with added value for which the client is willing to pay a bit more

>  Deploy the lines for your technical helpdesks

>  Let viewers of television programs indicate their preference for a candidate
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CONTACT  0800/66 066 - telenet.be/business
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Specifications

0800 078 070 090X

The caller pays Nothing Part of the call 

charges

The entire call charge The entire call charge

Your company pays The entire call charge Part of the call 

charges

Nothing Nothing; it receives 

part of the call 

charges

Accessible from abroad - -

Available ranges 0800 6x xxx 078 35 3x xxx 070 69 xxx 0900 69 xxx

0902 69 xxx

0903 69 xxx

0905 67 xxx

0905 68 xxx

0905 69 xxx

0906 37 xxx

0909 77 xxx

Your customer Telenet Your company

Service Control Point (SCP)
Processing requests (language selection, 
service, etc.) that were detected in 
the SSP.

Service Management Point (SMP)
For database administration, network 
security, network testing and traffic 
management.

Service Data Point (SDP)
The database that is consulted by 
the SCP.

 Service Switching Point (SSP)

Service numbers are checked and put 
through to the numbers selected by you.

0800 02

General Options for access Options for the destination

> Your own number >  Access control >  Flexible routing

>  A nice number >  Select your language >  Limitation of the number of calls

>  Free transfer >  Client messages >  Redirecting again

>  Queue

>  Hunting

>  Limited call duration

>  Statistics


